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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a new method for improved estimation of the parameters of a semi-empirical
land uplift model of Fennoscandia, introduced by Tore Påsse in 2001. The behaviour and the basis
of the land uplift model parameters are also evaluated. The ongoing land uplift in the Baltic Sea
region is due to the rebound of glacial stress caused by the most recent ice age 115,000-10,000
years before present (BP). The improved methodology for the land uplift model parameter estimation presented in this study is based on regional variations in bedrock properties and download.
The parameters are computed using ancient shore level positions and information about the prehistoric population in Finland. Because of the uncertainties and inaccuracies in the radiocarbon
dating and the shore level estimations, Monte Carlo simulation was employed for the estimation of
the parameter distributions. The resulting parameter estimates indicate the possibility of local variations in land uplift in Finland.
INTRODUCTION
Post-glacial crustal rebound (Figure 1) is a phenomenon affecting, for example, the nuclear waste
disposal sites in Fennoscandia. Sustainability of the nuclear waste disposal facilities for over several thousands of years and beyond must be evaluated and therefore plausible crustal rebound
models need to be developed. In case of a containment failure scenario, a broken nuclear disposal
canister will emit radionuclides to the environment. Surface water bodies are the major transport
channels for radionuclides in this kind of scenario. Land uplift will have an impact on river flow directions and thus it is very important to estimate the location and formation of water bodies in order
to analyse the cumulative radionuclide dose for people and biota in the future. Surface water body
estimation is best accomplished by combining the crustal rebound model with the present digital
elevation model (incl. the seabed) as well as hydrological and biosphere modelling to derive scenarios for the future development of the landscape.
In this paper, we concentrate on the future behaviour of the crustal rebound process, however, this
will be just one of the three steps in our landscape modelling effort. As the first step we created the
digital elevation model of a test area surrounding the Olkiluoto nuclear waste repository site in
Western Finland using airborne lidar data (1) as well as satellite altimetry data (2) and sonar data
for seabed mapping. As the third step we will combine the results of digital elevation, crustal rebound and biosphere modelling using a custom-made GIS toolbox to predict the future formation of
surface water bodies due to land uplift.
Two different approaches can be taken to model the post-glacial crustal rebound: The model may
either be based on the detailed geological processes causing the crustal rebound (3,4) or, alternatively, simple curve-fitting techniques may be applied. It is commonly accepted that the geological
processes are not well enough understood or are too complex to yield a feasible larger-scale crustal rebound model. For crustal rebound modelling by curve-fitting, a suitable mathematical function
must be selected first and the parameters of the function must be determined based on the data
available on the land uplift and coastline displacement as it has happened in the past. The most
commonly used method for modelling crustal rebound in Fennoscandia employs an arctangentbased function (5). The parameters of the function have been given physical meaning as follows:
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1) deformation of the crust due to the ice load
2) crustal inertia
3) timing of the ice sheet recession.
However, the physical meaning of the parameters is more or less explanatory and does not rely on
any physical model but rather on the behaviour of the chosen function by its attributes.
In this paper, the crustal rebound model is refined by incorporating archaeological data to fine-tune
the model parameters using a Monte Carlo approach. The model parameters were determined by
finding the local minima of the error between the land uplift as described by the model and by the
available data points. After facing several discrepancies we concentrated on analysing the behaviour of the error surface. It became obvious that with respect to the 'ice load parameter', the error
surface tends to be flat missing a single minimum. This means that there is no unambiguous solution for a certain parameter combination. In addition, the 'crustal inertia parameter' does not correlate properly with the latest lithosphere data. For the analysis of shore level displacement, also
data on the eustatic sea level is needed. The eustatic model employed in (5) is generic and does
not take into account all the eustatic oscillations of the Baltic Sea during the last 10,000 years.

Figure 1: Absolute annual land uplift in millimetres in Fennoscandia. The figure has been modified
from (6).
The aim of this paper is to improve the practical arctangent-based crustal rebound model and to
discuss the drawbacks and contradictions involved in the model by analysing the behaviour of the
model error with respect to the available data.
METHODS
Påsse’s uplift model
In Påsse’s model (5) the vertical shore level displacement is expressed as:
S U E

(1)

U  Us  Uf

(2)

where S is the shore level displacement, U is the total glacio-isostatic uplift, Us and Uf are the slow
and fast components of the glacio-isostatic uplift, respectively, and E is the eustatic sea level rise
(all in metres). The components of the model are illustrated in Figure 2 (left-hand side). In the fig-
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ure, the altitudes corresponding to the components of the model are shown instead of the rate of
change. This can be done provided that a certain reference level is chosen. The figure follows the
convention used in (5) of setting the reference point at the altitude of the sea level in AD 1950,
common practice also in carbon dating (e.g. before/after 'present', BP/AP).

Figure 2: Left-hand side: An example of shore level displacement, slow and fast uplift and eustatic
sea level rise following an illustration in (5). Right-hand side: Sea and lake level estimates. The
blue curve is the eustatic rise according to (5). The red curve is the alternative eustatic model obtained by combining the data from (7,8,9,10,11).
Estimation of eustatic sea level rise
The eustatic model used by Påsse in Eq. (1) is expressed as (5):

E
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 56  arctan 
 arctan 



 1350 
 1350  

2

(3)

Påsse derived this function using an iterative procedure, where the difference between the hypothetical uplift curves and empirical shore level curves was calculated (5). In our study, an alternative eustatic model is used in parallel with the eustatic model by Påsse. The alternative model is
based on water level data from several sources. The main component of the model in the time
range of the past 10,000 years is the eustatic curve presented in (7), where the water level changes in the Baltic Sea area have been described. Radiocarbon-dated coral data collected in (8,9,10)
and information about the past lake phases in the Baltic Sea area (11) are used to extend the
model beyond 10,000 BP.
It is well known that there were two periods during the past 15,000 years when the Baltic Sea actually formed a lake being separated from the oceans. These periods are referred to as lake phases: the Baltic Ice Lake (12,600 - 10,300 BP) and the Ancylus Lake (9,500 - 9,000 BP) (11). Påsse
discussed the effects of the lake phases on the parameters of the shore level displacement model
and concluded that the evidence is insufficient and that the influence of these lakes might be negligible in long-term studies (5). This is true, if only the future land uplift is of interest and the parameter values are fully known. However, in order to use the observations from the lake periods in determining the model parameter values necessary also for the prospective simulations, a correction
to the eustatic curve is needed. The eustasy in the Baltic Sea has a correlation with the eustasy in
the North Sea (12). The level of the Baltic Sea follows the level of the North Sea that is 20 cm
(long-term average) higher than the global mean sea level (13). The narrow straits connecting the
Baltic Sea to the Atlantic referred to as The Danish Straits, and the long-term water balance have
also influence on the Baltic Sea level (14). Depending on the resolution of the land uplift model,
these effects can be considered not significant.
In our study the estimates of the duration of the lake phases and the altitude of the water level in
the lakes as described in (11) were combined with the water level oscillations in the Baltic Sea area as described in (7) and the coral data from (8,9,10) using polynomial approximation to yield an
alternative eustatic model. In Figure 2 (right-hand side), both eustatic models, the one used in (5)
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and the alternative model, are presented. We refer to the alternative model as Punning et al.'s eustatic model. It can be seen from the figure that during the lake phases the water level remained
significantly higher compared to the global sea level until the connection opened again.
Parameters describing the slow uplift
In this study, the focus of the parameter adjustment was on the slow land uplift Us, because the
effect of the fast uplift Uf was evident only shortly after the melting of the ice sheet. The model of
the slow uplift Us includes three parameters: As, Ts and Bs:

Us 


T 
 T  t 
As arctan  s   arctan  s



 Bs 
 Bs  
2

(4)

As can be interpreted as half of the total isostatic uplift and Ts is the time of the maximum uplift rate
correlating with the glacial retreat (15). The estimates of As according to (5) and Ts (ice sheet recession time) according to (16) are presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Left-hand side: Map of As (in metres) estimates in Fennoscandia (modified from (5)).
Right-hand side: Map of ice recession time (in years BP) in Fennoscandia (modified from 16)).
The third parameter of slow uplift, the inertia factor Bs, has been derived using different concepts in
Påsse’s publications. Påsse has tested correlations between the inertia factor Bs and different
mantle thickness related parameters, such as Mohorovičić discontinuity (Moho depth) and lithosphere thickness (17,18,5).
In (17), the uplift mechanism is modelled using three different parameter combinations (A1, B1, T1),
(A2, B2, T2) and (A3, B3, T3). It is stated in (17) that “Resemblances exist between this (Moho) map
and the map showing the variations in the values of the declining factor B 1”. The parameter values
B1-B3 are presented as computation results and there is no effort to connect them to Moho depth.
In (18), the fast and slow uplift mechanisms are presented. The correlation between the parameter
Bs and Mohorovičić discontinuity map is expressed as:

Bs  302e0.067ct

(5)

where ct is the crustal thickness of the earth. Påsse used the Moho map presented in (19) which is
quite similar to the latest more detailed Moho map (20) (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Map of Moho depth (in kilometres) in the Baltic Sea region (modified from (20)).
Later, Påsse changed the reference for the Bs parameter from the Moho map to lithosphere thickness (5), where the maximum lithosphere thickness was estimated to be 200 km. Påsse has taken the lithosphere thickness data from (21), where the map data has been taken from (22) and
originally from (23). In these analyses, the local maximum of lithosphere thickness resides near the
Gulf of Bothnia. In (24), it was estimated using the P-wave data that the local maximum of lithosphere thickness in Bothnian bay might be 160-180 km. However, (23) was criticized in (25) for the
fact that the surface wave data was not able to detect the low-velocity 'asthenospheric' layer under
the thickest lithosphere area in Fennoscandia. Based on the body wave data, it was suggested in
(26) that the lithosphere-asthenosphere layer might be at 250 km depth. In (25), it was also found
that the lithosphere-asthenosphere border might be as deep as 160 - 250 km in the Fennoscandian area using several different analysis methods (e.g., seismic, petrological and temperature).
They also concluded that the lithosphere thickness is petrologically at least 240 km in eastern Finland. This supports the latest studies (27,28), where the local lithosphere thickness was found to
be  200 - 250 km and the nearest ‘local’ maximum to be near Moscow, Russia. From this point of
view the lithosphere thickness does not properly explain the inertia parameter Bs of Eq. (4), when
the latest data are used.
Due to the dissenting opinions about the lithosphere thickness we decided to base the inertia factor
Bs in our model on the Moho map of Europe as given in (20) (Figure 4). The Moho map describes
the depth of the boundary between the Earth’s crust and the mantle (Mohorovičić discontinuity).
Based on this fact, the Moho depth can be regarded as the crustal thickness of the Earth and the
inertia factor Bs can be calculated using Eq. (5).
Source data in model parameter estimation
Two types of input data were available for the optimization of the land uplift model parameters: one
acquired from lake basins, indicating the 14C radiocarbon age of the sediment level where the environment changes from brackish water to fresh water indicating the lake isolation from the Baltic
Sea, and the other obtained from archaeological sites of prehistoric human activity, indicating the
time when the particular location definitely represented dry land.
The lake basin data set consists of 133 points. The majority of the points were obtained from
(29,30,31). A complete list of the data points is found in (15). Estimation of the isolation time of the
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particular locations from the Baltic Sea was based on core samples taken from the bottom of the
lake basins. The layer where the freshwater algae replaced the saltwater algae was radiocarbondated. Also the estimate of the water level at the isolation time was determined based on observations from the surrounding landscape. The locations of the data points in this set are shown in Figure 5 (blue points).
The archaeological data set consists of 258 data points described in (32). The data set includes
house and village sites, graves and ancient fireplaces. The archaelogical data points represent the
upper limit for the water level. The locations of the points are shown in Figure 5 (red points).

Figure 5: The lake basin data point locations (blue points) and the archaeological site data point
locations (red points) in Finland and Sweden.
Parameter refinement procedure
Both data sets involved the usage of 14C radiocarbon dating procedure. The “OxCal” software described in (33) was used to convert the 14C radiocarbon dating results into calendar years taking
into account the underlying uncertainties. In Figure 6, an example of the calibration and conversion
procedure of the data point from Lake Vähäjärvi in Eura is presented. Obviously, the dating procedure yields quite a complex-shaped error distribution for the age of the data point. Another source
of uncertainty is the elevation value of the data points. The elevation values were obtained from the
various publications describing the source data; no standard procedure could be determined for
their assessment. Also, when considering the lake basin data set, various factors like erosion and
previous land uplift affect the assessment of the original elevation values of lake isolation. In our
modelling effort, we relied on the published elevation values taking into account their uncertainties
by applying a Gaussian distribution (standard deviation of 3 m was considered to be sufficient
based on the argumentation in the literature) to each elevation datum in the data sets. Monte Carlo
simulation involving 1,000 realizations was then used to obtain the probabilistic estimates of the As
and Bs parameter values of Påsse’s shore line displacement model.
The estimation of the model parameters proceeded as follows (the flow chart in Figure 7). The first
task was to find the neighbouring points for the particular data point and calculate the As and Bs
parameters. Ten nearest points were selected including the point in question and containing at
least three points from the lake basin data set.
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Figure 6: Screen capture from the OxCal programme. The 14C age (6960) and its uncertainty (170)
are the inputs. The line indicates the calibration curve, while the error distribution of the calendar
age (95.4 % confidence) is shown in dark grey.
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Figure 7: The flow chart of the estimation procedure.
As a starting point, an {As Bs} parameter value pair was taken based on the model and data of (5)
and (20), presented in Figures 3 (left-hand side) and 4. The value of the Ts parameter was taken
from (16), presented in Figure 3 (right-hand side). The optimization procedure for estimating As and
Bs parameters was carried out using an orthogonal least squares optimization method. A region in
the {As Bs} parameter space was defined, where the true parameter values were supposed to lie
according to the data. This region was assigned to a cost function: the less probable the obtained
parameter values were, the higher was the cost. The minimum value of the cost function was dependent on the initial parameter values of Figures 3 and 4 for the particular site, i.e., it was assumed that (5) is at least approximately right at the larger scale. An optimization procedure was
then initiated and performed to produce all the parameter value pairs corresponding to the min imum values of cost functions. Curve fitting was done in the MatLab computation environment using the fminsearch-function, which is based on the Nelder-Mead method presented in (34).
As the prehistoric population data set presents archaeological evidence on human residence, the
corresponding sites should be located above the sea level at the particular time. If the parameter
values {As Bs} from the previous step indicated the opposite, the parameter values were changed
step-by-step, until the resulting land uplift curve remained below the elevation obtained from the
selected neighbouring points of the archaeological data set. Thus, an adjusted parameter value
pair was obtained as the result. If no correction was needed and the elevation of the prehistoric
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population data was higher than the sea level at the particular time as estimated by the lake basin
data points, the data points of the archaeological data set were ignored.
As a comparison, another method, based on the present land uplift rate (Figure 1) and the modelling function, was used in the parameter estimation. The applied method is illustrated in (15). The
Bs parameter was fixed to the value obtained at the previous step and the As value satisfying the
current land uplift rate indicated in (6) was selected to give another parameter value pair.
The statistical estimation of parameters was performed using the Monte Carlo method (35). In this
way, the resulting parameters were actually represented by probability distributions. The probability
distributions were smoothed using kernel density estimation in order to get more reliable estimates
for the parameter values. The calculation neighbourhood was defined for each data point so that
the particular data point occurred in the centre of the neighbourhood. The resulting probabilistic
parameter value pair was assigned to the location of the data point around which the neighbourhood was located.
RESULTS
The estimation procedure was carried out using both eustatic models presented in Figure 2 (righthand side). The results include therefore two different values for As and Bs parameters. An example of the distributions of 1,000 realizations of the As parameter obtained from the Monte Carlo
simulation for the Rapajärvi data point in Rauma (lat: 61° 5.409', lon: 21° 42.453', coordinate system: WGS 84) are presented in Figure 8. The initial As, Ts and Bs values were 266, 10,929 and
7,318, respectively, according to Figures 3 and 4. It can be seen that our optimization method
yielded significantly lower values for this particular location. Figure 9 presents the interpolated raster images of the probabilistic As parameters obtained as the most probable values. The results of
the As parameter values calculated using the derivative-based method (15) are presented in Figure
10. The raster images were interpolated using the thin plate spline interpolation method (36).
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Figure 8: Simulation results of the As parameter for the Rapajärvi data point in Rauma. Påsse’s
eustatic model is used at the left panel, while the distribution at the right panel is obtained using
Punning et al.’s eustatic model.
During the estimation procedure, it became clear that the download factor As, the ice sheet recession parameter Ts and the inertia factor Bs have a strong relationship. This can be seen from the
error surface in Figure 11 (left-hand side). The error surface is shaped like a diagonal canyon without a single minimum. In the Figure, the value of the parameter Bs is fixed and the error between
the model and the data is shown as a function of the values of As and Ts. The relationship between
the slow uplift parameters seems to be almost linear. To yield a more realistic view on the model
error, some a priori knowledge can be implied to guide the optimization procedure. For example, it
is known that the ice sheet recessed within a certain time window, so this parameter cannot be
arbitrary. The estimated ice recession parameter was used for guiding the estimation of the other
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parameters that were assumed to be statistically Gaussian. With this a priori knowledge an error
surface shown in the right-hand side of Figure 11 was obtained. In both cases it is clear that the
error surface does not have a sharp minimum, but various different {As Ts} parameter pairs fit the
data almost equally well.

Figure 9: Maps of the As (in metres) parameter in the area of Finland. The left-hand side map is
calculated using Påsse’s eustatic model and the right-hand side map using Punning et al.’s eustatic model.

Figure 10: Maps of the As (in metres) parameter estimated using the derivative-based method described in (15). The left-hand side map is calculated using Påsse’s eustatic model and the righthand side map using Punning et al.’s eustatic model.
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Figure 11: Left-hand side: an error surface describing the behaviour of the model error with respect
to As and Ts with Bs fixed. Right-hand side: an error surface obtained taking into account a priori
knowledge.
CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this study was to refine the parameters of Påsse’s land uplift model taking into account
previously unavailable data and an alternative model of the eustatic sea level rise. Our particular
interest was to find out if local deviations from the rather symmetric form of the earlier models of
the land uplift can be detected based on the available data and modelling methods. When comparing our results for the As parameter value (Figure 9) to those presented in (5) it can be seen that
the area where the largest As values are located (and, consequently, the average rate of land uplift
has been the highest) is shifted towards Central Finland. This behaviour can be linked to the Moho
depth map in Figure 4. It seems that the Bs parameter has a major influence on the estimation of
the As parameter value. In general, the results for the As and Bs parameters do not differ significantly when using either Påsse’s or Punning et al.’s eustatic model.
In addition to (5), it is also interesting to compare our results to those proposed in (15), where the
land uplift model parameters are estimated based on the current land uplift rate using a differencebased method. The interpolated raster of the As parameter value, estimated using the differencebased method, is presented in Figure 10. These raster datasets follow in shape the As parameter
distribution presented in (5), however, the values obtained here are significantly larger.
When looking at the As raster presented in Figure 9, sharp changes in the parameter values
throughout Finland can be noticed. It is difficult to say, whether these kinds of anomalies are
caused by some discrepancy in the data or reveal local variations in the land uplift rate or are
caused by inadequate modelling of data. A comparison can be made with (6), where the observed
land uplift rate based on three precise levellings in Finland has been presented. From the observed
land uplift rate it can be noticed that there exist some local variations in land uplift in Finland. It is
well known that the bedrock does not form a uniform layer but has rather a fractioned structure.
Further investigation involving additional data is needed here.
Another interesting topic for future research is to employ the remotely sensed gravimetric data for
refining the land uplift model. The quality of the gravimetric data is uniform within a measurement
set. This kind of data is available from a significant part of the land in Finland. Gravimetric data can
be used for estimating the Bs parameter value in the land uplift model either replacing the Moho or
lithosphere thickness or in combination with them. Also, it would be interesting to study if the gra vimetric data yields better fit with the observations and if the Bs estimations obtained using the gravimetric data and Moho or lithosphere thickness would diverge.
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